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Abstract—In wireless networks, interference between nodes is
an important factor which affects the performance of
communications. In this paper, we propose an interference
avoidance routing protocol (IARP) that chooses a route with
fewer collisions and show that the new routing algorithm is
stable. The idea is to collect the busyness information about
nodes, and use this to determine the next hop based on the
backpressure routing algorithm. From the simulation results, we
observe that IARP can achieve better performance in terms of
network delay than the pure backpressure routing protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a wireless network, if nodes share the same wireless
channel, they may interfere with each other, which will cause
more retransmissions and packet loss. If nodes are busy or the
node density is high, it may take a long time for a node to
compete for the channel successfully when the contentionbased medium access control (MAC) protocols such as
CSMA/CA is used. How to develop efficient routing
algorithms in this network environment is challenging and has
been studied intensively.
Zhang et al [1] proposed a routing algorithm in which they
first compute the average link-interference between the source
and destination, and then choose a path with the minimum
interference, assuming that nodes know some routes to the
destination before computing the interference and also know
the information about the interference along all the routes. Lin
et al [2] improved the throughput for wireless ad hoc networks
by modeling the interference by means of interference graph
and transmitting busy tone with encoded communication
information to prevent the potentially interfering nodes from
initiating new transmissions. The idea that the interference can
be avoided based on the received signal of common packet
during the preceding hops was originally proposed in [3], in
which decode-and-cancel protocol and amplify-and-cancel
protocol are proposed to estimate and cancel the interference.
Liu et al [6] designed a decoding method which makes use of
the existing correlation between the interference and the
previously received data to mitigate the interference and

achieve the improved performance. Most strategies in the
aforementioned papers use some parameters to choose a route
with less interference or mitigate the interference in a chosen
route. In [4] and [5], algorithms were developed to find the
route with less interference directly. Liu et al [4] proposed a
new metric quantifying the degree of interference of the entire
network, and then obtaining the interference-minimizing
network topology while preserving the connectivity of ad hoc
networks. Mohanoor et al [5] developed an algorithm to find
multiple paths which may have interference among them, but
still achieve the maximum possible throughput. This indicates
that the pattern of interference is more important than the
number of interferers.
Notice that all the aforementioned algorithms usually need
global information in the sense that a large amount of
information exchange across the network. However, it is hard
to implement these algorithms in practical wireless networks
where nodes can move freely. Especially in mobile ad hoc
networks, nodes move frequently and the information such as
topology may be outdated quickly. So it will be better to design
a distributed routing protocol which just needs local
information to mitigate the interference.
In this paper, we propose an interference avoidance routing
protocol (IARP) to mitigate the path interference by choosing
routes with fewer collisions. For the purpose of analysis, we
assume that transmission range and carrier sensing range are
the same, which means a node is only interfered by its
neighbors. IARP is to check the frequency on which nodes
send packets and determine the busyness of every neighboring
node. Using this information, nodes can choose a path leading
to less loaded parts of the network. However, if the route to the
destination is fixed, the busyness information will become
useless. Considering this, we design IARP based on the
backpressure routing algorithm.
Backpressure routing algorithm [11] is a simple routing
algorithm which only utilizes the backlog in the neighbor nodes
and chooses the next hop. The routes from source to destination
are not fixed and can make use of all the links in the network.
Every node determines the next hop by itself. So it is easy for
us to incorporate our idea into the backpressure routing
algorithm. Neely [11] has proved that the backpressure routing
algorithm can maximize the network throughput while
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maintaining stability. Here we also want our IARP to retain the
network stability while improving the path throughput.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the algorithm and the corresponding mathematical
model. In Section III, we show the network stability by using
Lyapunov drift theory. Final section gives the performance
analysis.
II.

ROUTING ALGORITHM AND ANALYTICAL
MODEL

A. Backpressure routing algorithm and its problems
We assume the network operates in a slotted fashion. The data
in the network is associated with a particular commodity,
which defines the destination of the data. Let

Aic (t ) represent

the amount of new commodity c data that exogenously arrives
to source node i during slot t. Let

μabc (t ) denote

the service

rate offered to commodity c data over the (a,b) link during slot
t. Let

U ic (t ) be the current backlog of commodity c data

stored at node i.
In a simple backpressure routing algorithm [11], every
node knows the backlog

U ic (t ) in its neighbor nodes. Hence,

we can get the differential backlog
define
difference

Wij = U ic (t ) − U cj (t ) and

the

maximum

*

Wi = m a x(U ic (t ) − U cj (t )) , where j is an
j

W ∗ >0, node i will send the
∗
data c to the corresponding j that will achieve such W and

arbitrary neighbor of node i. If

transmit at the maximum rate the link can support. When a
node finds out one of its neighbors is the destination, its next
hop is always the destination. This backpressure routing
algorithm does not need the information of the network
topology, so it is easy to implement in the distributed fashion.
Now consider an example scenario shown in Fig. 2.1
In this scenario, the node S sends packets to node D. Node
s will compute Ws1 and Ws 2 to determine the next hop. If

next slot node S also want to send packet to node 1.When data
in node 2 transmits to node 3, Ws 2 will become small and
then

Ws1 < Ws 2 . Now node S will choose node 2 to be its

next hop. This process may last a long time and the network
delay may be large. So we need to collect the information
about the busyness of neighboring nodes. In this example, if
node S knows that node 1 is busy, it can send data to node 2
first and do not need to wait for a long time to choose the best
route. Fig 2.2 gives another example.
In Fig 2.2, if node 1 and node 2 are not busy, but node 4 is
busy, the transmission from S to 1 will be interfered, causing
the same effect as the busyness at node 1. So the same thing
will happen as in Fig 2.2. Observing this, we also need to
know the busyness state of node 4, the neighbor’s neighbors.
By using the information of the busyness of the neighboring
nodes and their neighbors, i.e., the two-hop neighbor
information, we can design a new efficient routing algorithm
called IARP.
B.

Description of IARP
We first need a metric to characterize the busyness of
nodes. Our purpose is to choose the next hop to send the
packets across the less loaded parts of the network. For node i,
we define a pair of parameters (mi , ni ) , where mi represents

the busyness at node i, and
nodes of node i.
The value of
1

ni is the busyness at the neighbor

mi is calculated as follows:

mi =0 when the network is initialized.

2 we observed for a certain number M of consecutive
time slots, if the number of busy slots is k, mi =k/M, i.e., the
busyness is the percentage that the slot is busy.
We notice that mi<1. So mi is too small to put in the
differential backlog in order to be effective. Because of this,
we need to scale it up by multiplying a certain number, say, 10.
Thus, mi has upper limit 10 and lower limit 0. We notice that
we can choose other scaling factor for the optimal design,
which
will
be
studied
in
the
future.
4

Ws1 > Ws 2 , the next hop is node 1. But if the node 1 is very
busy, it will always refuse the packets from node S, and in the

1

S

D
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Fig 2.1 An example of interference

3

Fig 2.2 An example of interference from neighbor nodes

ni can be calculated as follows: ni = ∑ m j

The value of

j

where j’s are the neighboring nodes of node i. For example, if
node a has two neighbors: node b and node c, we
have na = mb + mc . Notice that if node density is very high,
which means a node has many neighbor nodes. So

ni at the

node i will large, and node i will tend to deter further packets
to it.
Next, we use the Q-learning algorithm [12] to obtain a
new pair of parameters ( M i , N i ) , in order to get a better
estimate for the busyness state of a node. If in slot t-1 we have
the variables

Ws 2 = 20 + 5 + 10 − 15 − 5 − 5 = 10 .
Note that

Ws 2 > Ws1 , Ws∗ = Ws 2 . The next hop is node 2.

III.

THE PROOF OF NETWORK STABILITY

A Definition of Stability and Description of Lyapunov Drift
Here we want to prove the stability of the new algorithm.
A queue U(t) is said to be stable if

mit −1 , nit −1 , M it −1 , N it −1 , then the values of

M it and N it can be calculated as follows:
M it = (1 − α )mit −1 + α (max M ix − M ix −1 ), 0 < α < 1
t − k < x <t

N = (1 − β )n

t −1
i

t
i

Here is a simple example of next hop selection in Fig 2.3.
Node S wants to send packets to node 1 or node 2. Parameters
are shown in Fig 2.3.So we can get
Ws1 = 20 + 5 + 10 − 5 − 6 − 15 = 9 ,

+ β (max N ix − N ix −1 ), 0 < β < 1
t − k < x <t

where k is the window size for the learning.
In our algorithm, we incorporate this estimated

(M i , Ni )

into the calculation of refined backlog W. If node a sends data
to node b, ( M a , N a ) is the parameter at node a and U a is the
backlog at node a. Then, the corresponding parameters of b
are
( M b , N b ),U b
.
Then,

Wab = U a − U b + M a − M b + N a − N b . From this formula,
we find if node a is busy and node b is idle, the value of Wab
will add a significant part from U a − U b . Node a will choose
node b as the next hop, hence the data will be delivered to the
less loaded part of the network.
We note that when node a sends a packet to node b, the
busyness at node b will increase. When this value (the
busyness) becomes large enough, node a will change the next
hop. However, mb is caused by node a. So when the
transmission from a to b is successful at the current slot, in the
next slot, we let mb be zero for node a.
5
1

M=6,N=15

We say that a network is stable if all queues in the network are
stable.
It is hard to prove network stability directly. Usually, the
theory of Lyapunov drift can be used to study the stability of
queueing networks and for developing stabilizing control
algorithms [9,11]. The idea is to define a Lyapunov function, a
non-negative function to measure the aggregate congestion of
all queues in the network. We use this function to evaluate
how the queue change from one slot to the next.
L

Specifically, we define a function

L(U ) = ∑ U i2 ,
i =1

where

U i is the backlog in the node i. It is easy to see that L

is non-negative and any queue in the network becoming
infinite will make L become infinite. We will use the
following result to prove the stability.
Lemma[11]: If there exist constants B > 0, ε > 0 such
that for all timeslots t we have:
L

E{L(U (t + 1)) − L(U (t )) | U (t )} ≤ B − ε ∑ U i (t ) , (1）
i =1

Then the network is strongly stable, and furthermore:

lim sup
t →∞

1 t −1 L
B
E{U i (τ )} ≤ ,
∑∑
t τ = 0 i =1
ε

S

15

Observing this result，we only need to show inequality
(1). From inequality (2)，we can then get an upper bound for
the backlog. For convenience, the left hand side of (1) can be
denoted as Δ (U (t )) .
Stability of IARP
Georgiadis et al [11] has proved the stability of
backpressure algorithm. Here, we will show the stability of
IARP
based
on
their
work.
Firstly,
we
let

L(U ) = ∑ (U i( c ) ) 2 , where i denotes the node and c
ic

2

（2）

B

20

M=5,N=10

1 t −1
E{U (τ )} < ∞
∑
t →∞ t
τ =0

lim

M=5,N=5

Fig 2.3 An example of next hop selection

denotes the data or commodity. According to [11]:

L(U (t + 1)) − L(U (t )) ≤ 2 BN
− 2∑U ic (t )[∑ μibc (t ) − Ai( c ) (t ) − ∑ μ ai( c ) (t )] ,
ic

b

Here

B=

1
2N

（3）

a

∑ [(μ
i∈N

Δ(U (t )) ≤ 2 BN + 2∑ U (t ) E{ A (t ) | U (t )}
− 2 E{∑ U
ic

(t )[∑ μ (t ) − ∑ μ
c
ib

b

(c)
ai

(t )] | U (t )}

, （4）

~ (c)

b

a

~ (c )

a

ib

∑∑ μ

b

c
ab

a

c
(t )[U (t ) − U (t )] − ∑∑ μ ab
(t )l
(c)
a

(c )
b

ab

c

∑∑ μ
ab

which is similar to (1). We now show that we can obtain the
same bound needed in the lemma.
From [11], we know if there is a route algorithm leading to a
stable network, then there must exist a constant ε

E{∑ μ (t ) − ∑ μ (t ) | U (t )} = ε + λ(i c ) ,

(t )[∑ μibc (t ) new − ∑ μ ai( c ) (t ) new ] ≥

Note that

(c)
i

ic

(c )
i

,（10）

c

where the left hand side of (10) is for the IARP algorithm
and the right hand side is for the backpressure algorithm.

Taking expectation on both sides of（3）

(c)
i

ic

ab

in
2
) + ( Aimax + μ max,
i) ]

out
2
max,i

c
i

∑U

（5）

∑∑ μ
ab

c
ab

c
ab

(t)l is finite, so we can have

c

(t )l ≤ l1 ， where l1 is a constant. Then the

c

inequality（7）can be rewritten as follows:

Δ(U (t )) ≤ 2 BN − 2ε ∑U i( c ) (t ) + l1 ,

（11）

ic

The difference here from (1) is just a constant l1 , which
does not affect the stability results. So we have shown IARP
still retains the stability of the network.

ai

~ (c )

~ (c)

∑U i(c ) (t )[∑ μ (t ) − ∑ μ (t )] ≤

IV.

SIMULATIONS

（6）

We now present simulation results for the performance of
IARP and backpressure routing.

where the left hand side is for an arbitrary algorithm, while
the right hand side is for backpressure routing.
According to（4）,（5）and（6），and thus we can
obtain

We consider a network as shown in Fig 4.1. The source
node 8 desires to send data to destination node 20. Every node
in the network is only interfered by its neighbors. We let node
2 and node 18 be busy every slot. This will increase the
interference around them. The new packets arrive at the source
every slot according to Poisson process with rate λ . In our
simulation, each node can broadcast at most one packet per
slot to its neighbors. Simulation was run for 10000 timeslots.
Here we let Max=5, α = β =0.8. The results are given from
Fig 4.2 to Fig 4.3,the unit of delay is slot.

and

ic

b

a

ib

ai

∑U i(c ) (t )[∑ μibc (t ) − ∑ μai(c ) (t )]
ic

b

,

a

Δ(U (t )) ≤ 2 BN − 2ε ∑ U i( c ) (t ) ,

（7）

ic

This is just the form of（1）, so we have proved the
stability of backpressure routing algorithm.
Now we examine the difference between the
backpressure routing algorithm and our new algorithm IARP.
In the backpressure algorithm, Wab = U a − U b , and in IARP,

Wab = U a − U b + M a + N a − M b − N b
.
Since
M a , M b , N a , N b are finite， the difference between these
two weights has an upper bound denoted as l. Also, both
algorithms need to find
maximum

W ∗ . At the current slot, if the

W ∗ is Wold in the backpressure algorithm, then in

IARP the corresponding maximum weight

Wnew must satisfy

the following inequality:

Wnew ≥ Wold − l ,

∑U
ic

According to [11]:
(c )
i

(t )[∑ μibc (t ) new − ∑ μ ai( c ) (t ) new ] =

∑∑ μ
ab

b

c
ab

a

(c)
a

(c)
b

(t ) new[U (t ) − U (t )]

,

（9）

c

Note that
get

（8）

U a( c ) (t ) − U b( c ) (t ) is just the Wold ，so we can

Fig 4.1 the network topology

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, based on the busyness state of nodes, we
propose a new routing protocol IARP that uses the only local
information to find a route with less interference. The
simulation results show that IARP can reduce the network
delay and maintains shorter queues in nodes. In contrast to
most related works, IARP only needs local information.
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